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Abstract. Based on Valiant's class ~'P of all functions counting the number of accepting computa- 
tions of nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machines, the polynomial-time hierarchy of 
counting functions is introduced. The class PHCF of all functions of this hierarchy and some of 
its subclasses are characterized byrecursion-theoretic means. It turns out that, from the recursion- 
theoretic point of view, PHCF is an analogue to Kalmfir's class E of elementary functions, to the 
class PSPACE of polynomial-space computable functions as well as to the class P of polynomial- 
time computable functions. 
1. Introduction 
Since Valiant's pioneering paper [18] the class #P of all functions counting the 
number of accepting paths in nondeterministic polynomial-time computations has 
been investigated intensively. This class is closely connected with the class PP of 
all languages accepted by probabilistic polynomial-time machines (see [5, 13]). On 
the other hand, it seems to be very hard to compare #P or PP with 'classical' 
complexity classes. Only the more or less obvious relationships P___ ~P_  PSPACE 
(for functions) and NP_ PP__q PSPACE (for languages) are known. In particular, we 
do not know any relationship between ~P or PP and the class PH of all languages 
of the polynomial-time hierarchy (see [15]) for which we also have NP_qPH~ 
PSPAC'E. For some interesting papers dealing with this problem see [1, 9, 11, 14, 16, 
24, 25]. Moreover, up till now there is no characterization f ~'P, PP or related 
classes in other terms. 
In the present paper we shall introduce the polynomial-time hierarchy of counting 
functions by defining 0*P = P and (k + 1)aP as the class of all functions counting 
the number of accepting paths of nondeterministic polynomial-time machines which 
have a function from k#P as an oracle. This hierarchy is strongly connected with 
the counting polynomial-time hierarchy (of languages) introduced in [21, 22]. We 
shall show that PHCF = I_J{R*PI k t> 0} and some of its subclasses can be character- 
ized by recursion-theoretic means. Such machine-independent characterizations of 
'classical' time and space complexity classes have been given in [2, 3, 10, 12, 17, 
20]; for a survey on these results see [23]. 
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In order to valuate the main result of this paper (Fact B), the comparison with 
the other facts stated below might be interesting: 
Fact A. The class P can be generated from the basic functions +, - , . ,  • by substitution, 
weak sum, weak bounded primitive recursion and weak product. 
Fact B. The class PHCF can be generated fiom the basic functions +, - , . ,  " by 
substitution, sum, weak bounded primitive recursion and weak product. 
Fact C. The class PSPACE can be generated from the basic functions +, - , . ,  • by 
substitution, sum, bounded primitive recursion and weak product. 
Fact D. The class E can be generated from the basic functions +, - ,  .," by substitution, 
sum, bounded primitive recursion and product. 
2. The polynomial-t ime hierarchy of counting functions 
Let M be a nondeterministic Turing machine (for short: NTM). For every input 
x (which can be a k-tuple) to M we define nM(x) as the number of accepting 
computations of M on input x. A polynomial-time NTM is an NTM whose computa- 
tion lengths are bounded by a polynomial in the length of the input. The class 
#P = {nM I M is a polynomial-time NTM} 
is the class of all polynomial-time counting functions (see [18]). 
Now, let M be an NTM with a function g as an oracle. A query y to the oracle 
g is written on a special query tape. The oracle answers within one step by erasing 
y on the query tape and by writing g(y) on a special answer tape. We define 
nM[g](x) as the number of accepting computations of M on input x with oracle 
g. For a class F of functions we define 
,pF= {nM[g]JM is a polynomial-time NTM with oracle g e F}. 
By P (PspAcr.) we denote the class of all functions computable within polynomial 
time (space) by deterministic Turing machines (for short: DTMs). We use these 
notations also for the class of all languages acceptable by DTMs within polynomial 
time (space). In each case the context will ensure that there will be no confusion. 
We define 0#P = P and (k + 1)¢P = #P*'P for k i> 0. It is evident hat I#P = *P. The 
classes 0#P, I~'P, 2*P, . . .  form the polynomial-time hierarchy of counting functions. 
Defining PHCF = [,.J{k#PJ k >10} we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. P = 0*P_c l~p  c_ 2*p  c_ • • • c PHCF ~ PSPACE. 
None of the above inclusions is known to be proper. Note that the classes k~P 
already appear in a hierarchy defined in [18]. The union of all classes of this 
hierarchy coincides with PHCF. 
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For every class F of functions we define pr to be the class of aU functions computed 
by polynomial-time DTMs with oracles from F. For m >t 0, let PF(m) be the class 
of all functions computed by polynomial-time DTMs with oracles from F in such 
a way that, for every input, at most m queries are asked to the oracle. Finally, let 
pV(const) = [ J  {Pr(m) Im I> 0}. 
Proposition 2.2. For every k >I 1, 
k#p_  pk*P(1) c pk*r(2) _ .  • • _ pk*r(const) c pt*P _ (k + 1)*P. 
In what follows it will be important hat we can simultaneously interpret he 
functions of the above-mentioned classes as word functions and as number-theoretic 
functions. For this reason we simply identify each natural number x with its dyadic 
presentation dya(x) which is defined by dya(0) = e (the empty word), dya(2n + 1) = 
dya(n)l and dya(2n +2) = dya(n)2 for all n >i 0. It is evident hat 'dya' is a one-one 
mapping from the set N of natural numbers onto {1, 2}*. 
There is a very strong relationship between the polynomial-time hierarchy of 
counting functions and the counting polynomial-time hierarchy (of languages) 
defined in [21, 22] as an extension of the polynomial-time hierarchy (see [15]). The 
class CPH of all languages of the counting polynomial-time hierarchy can be defined 
as follows: let K be a class of languages and let Ix I denote the length of the word 
x (which can also be a k-tuple of words). 
A e CK iff there exist a B e K, a function f e P and a polynomial p such that 
x~A ¢~ card{y[lyl<-p(lxl) and (x,y)~B}>--f(x). 
Now, define C°P = P, ck+~P = CCkP for k I> 0 and CPH = [..J {C~PI k ~> 0}. Note that 
CP coincides with the class PP of all languages accepted in polynomial time by 
probabilistic Turing machines (see [5, 13, 21, 22]). 
The following properties of the classes CI'P can be easily verified (see also [21, 22]). 
Proposition 2.3. For every k >I O, 
(1) ckp is closed under complementation; 
(2) the intersection closure of C'P  is included in Ck+tP; 
(3) C~P is closed under polynomial-time many-one reducibility. 
Using Lemma 3.2 from Section 3 we are now going to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. (1) A language A is in CPH if and only if its characteristic function CA 
is in PHCF. 
(2) A function f is in PHCF if and only if its graph is in CPH and there exists a 
polynomial p such that If(x)l pClxl). 
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Proof (the 'only-if" part of (1)). We prove this property for all CkP by induction 
on k. 
Step 0: For A ~ C°P = P we have CA ~ P = 0~P. 
Step k + 1: For A ~ Ck+IP there exist a B e CkP, a function f~  P and a polynomial 
p such that 
x e A <=> card{y I lyl <~ p(Ixl) and (x, y) e B} t> f(x).  
By our induction assumption the characteristic function ca of B is in PHCF, say 
cB ~ m~P for some m/> 0. 
We construct a polynomial-time NTM M1 with oracle ca as follows: on input x 
the machine M1 has a computation path for every y such that [y[ <~p(Ixl). On the 
y-path M1 asks the oracle for cs(x, y) and accepts if and only if cs(x, y)= 1. 
Consequently, x ~ A <=~ nM~[cB](x) >~f(x). Note that nM,[cs] e (m + 1)#P. 
Finally we construct a polynomial-time NTM M2 (which is in fact a deterministic 
machine) computing CA with oracle nM,[Ca] as follows: M2 computes on input x 
the value f(x) and asks the oracle for nM,[es](x). The input is accepted if and only 
if nM,[CB](X)>~f(x). Consequently, 
CA(x)=nM2[nM,[Cs]](X) and cAe(m+2)~P. 
(The '/f' part of (2)): Let the graph of f be in CkP for some k~0,  and let p be 
a polynomial such that If(x) I ~<p(lxl). By the 'only-if' part of Theorem 2.4(1) we 
obtain cye m~P for some m I>0. Note that cy(x, y) = 1 ¢~f(x) =y. 
Now we construct a polynomial-time NTM M such that nM[CS] =f  as follows: 
on input x the machine M has one computation path for every y such that lyl <~ p(Ixl). 
On the y-path M asks the oracle for cs(x, y). I f  cy(x, y) = 0, then M rejects on this 
path. If cf(x, y) = 1, then M splits this path into y accepting paths. Consequently, 
f(x) = nM[Cy](X) and f=  nM[cy] ~ (m + 1)¢P. 
(The 'only-if" part of (2)): We prove this property for all k~P by induction on k. 
Step 0: For f~ 0¢P = P the graph o f f  is obviously in P = COP and f (x)  is bounded 
by p(lx[) for all x and a suitable polynomial p. 
Step k+ 1: For f~  (k+ I)~P there exist (by Lemma 3.2) a 0-1-valued function 
g e P, a function h e P and a function r ~ k~P such that 
h(x) 
f(x)= Z g(r(x,y)). 
yzO 
Consequently, 
(x, z) ~f  ¢o 
h(x) 
g(r(x, y ) )= z 
y=0 
¢~ card{yiy ~ < h(x) and g(r(x, y)) = 1} = z 
¢¢ card{(y, u)ly<~ h(x), g(u)= 1 and (x, y, u)e r}= z. 
By the induction assumption we have r ~ C 'P  for some m ~ 0 and hence the set 
B={(x,y, u)ly<~h(x),g(u)=l and (x,y, u)~r} 
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is the intersection of three sets which are in C'P.,  By Proposition 2.3(2) we obtain 
B ~ C'+IP. Since h ~ P, there exists a polynomial p such that [h(x)[ <~ p(lx[). Because 
of our induction assumption there exists a polynomial q such that jr(x, y)] <~ 
q(Ix[+lyl). For (x,y, u )~B we have 
It(x, y)[ ~< q(Ixl + lyl) ~< q(Ixl +[h(x)l) <~ q(Ixl + p(Ixl)). 
Consequently, defining p'(n) = p(n) + q(n +p(n))  and taking card{(y, u)llyl + lul ~< 
t} = t. 2 t+l + 1 into consideration we obtain 
(x,z)~f ~ card{(y,u)l(x,y,u)~B}=z 
<=> card{(y, u)llyl+lul<  p'(Ixl) and (x, y, u)e B}= z 
<=~ card{(y, u)llyl+lu[<  p'(Ixl) and (x, y, u)~ B} I> z and 
card{(y, u) l ly l+lu l  <-<- p'(Ixl) and (x, y, z)~ B} 
>t p'([X[)2 °'(IxD+l + 1 - z. 
Since C'+IP is closed under complement (see Proposition 2.3(1)) the graph o f f  
can be described as the intersection of two C'+2P sets. However, the intersection 
closure of C'+ZP is included in C'+3P (see Proposition 2.3(2)). Furthermore, since 
f=  nM[g] for some NTM M whose computation time is bounded by some poly- 
nomial q' we have nM[g](x)<-~ c q'<lxl) for some c>~2 and consequently If(x)[ = 
InM[g](x)[ <~ c'q'(lxl) for some c'> 1. 
( The 'if" part of (1)): Let CA ~ k#P for some k >I 0. By the 'only-if' part of Theorem 
2.4(2) we obtain CA e C"P for some m t> 0. Because of x ~ A ~ (x, 1) ~ CA and the 
fact that CroP is closed under polynomial-time bounded m-reducibility (see Proposi- 
tion 2.3(3)), this implies A ~ CroP. [] 
At the end of this section we consider complete functions in the classes of the 
polynomial-time hierarchy of counting functions (for complete sets in the classes 
of the counting polynomial-time hierarchy see [ 13, 21, 22]). Complete functions for 
I#P = #P have been exhibited in [18, 19]. Now we are going to prove that there 
exist complete functions also in k~P for k > 1. This fact will be very useful to prove 
some results in Section 4. 
A function f is said to be polynomial-time many-one complete in the class F of 
functions if and only if f~  F and for every g e F there exists a polynomial-time 
computable function/f such that g =fo h (i.e., g(n)=f (h (n) )  for all n >I 0). 
Let (Mi}i~N be an enumeration of all nondeterministic polynomial-time oracle 
Turing machines, i.e., there exists a polynomial-time algorithm computing the 
program of Mi from the unary description of a given i e N. Now, for i,j >t O, we 
construct he oracle Turing machine M0 by supplying Mi with an (n j +j)-clock 
such that {M0}~j~N is an enumeration of nondeterministic polynomial-time oracle 
Turing machines. In other words, M o works on inputs of length n as Mi, but at 
most n ~ +j  steps. If M, works more than n j + j  steps, then M o stops and rejects the 
input on this computation path. 
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Finally, let _M be a polynomial-time oracle NTM which works on an input of the 
form x211xl~+J2i as M# on input x, and which rejects the input if it does not have 
this form. It is obvious that such a machine exists. 
For k >1 0, we inductively define the functions Nk" {1, 2}* ~ {1, 2}* = N by No(x) = x 
for all x ~ {1, 2}*, and Nk+a = n¥[Nk]. It is evident hat Nk ~ k#P for all k ~ 0. 
Theorem 2.5. For every k >~ O, Nk is polynomial-time many-one complete in k#P. 
Proof. By induction on k; step 0 is obvious. 
Step k + 1: For given f~ (k + 1)#P there exists a polynomial-time oracle NTM M 
and a g ~ k~P such that f=  riM[g]. Since Nk is polynomial-time many-one complete 
in k#P, there exists a polynomial-time computable function h such that g(x)= 
Nk(h(x))  for all x. Let M'  be a Turing machine which works as M, but instead of 
the query z to the oracle g it asks the query h(z) to the oracle Nk. Consequently, 
riM[g] = nu,[Nk]. Now, let i be such that Mi = M'  and let p be a polynomial which 
bounds the computation time of Mi. Let j be such that p(n)<~ n j +j for all n >10. 
Consequently, Mi = M 0 and, for every x e {1, 2}*, 
nM[g](x) = riM,[ Nk](X) = riM,[ Nk](X) 
= nuo[ Nk](X) = n¥[ Nk](X211xlJ+J2') = Nk+~(X211xlJ+J2'). 
Defining h(x) = x211xlJ+J2 ~we obtain f (x )  = nM[g](x) = Nk+l(h(x)). [] 
Corollary 2.6. For every lq m >~ O, 
(1) pk"v = p~N~; 
(2) Pk~'P(m) = P~N~(m); 
(3) P~"V(eonst) = Pt N~(eonst). 
3. Two lemmas on the classes k~P 
In this section we shall prove the basic lemma of this paper (Lemma 3.2) saying 
that the next level of the polynomial-time hierarchy of counting functions can be 
generated by substitution and by the sum operator from the previous one. For the 
first level (i.e., for ~P, see Lemma 3.2(1)) this is more or less obvious (see also [4]). 
The crucial fact is that this is also true for higher levels. 
Note that related work has been done in [8]. The operators of the form nM[ ] 
have been called there '~P operators, and it has been observed that every ~P operator 
can be decomposed into the sum operator and a suitable polynomial-time operator. 
This means that (k+ 1)#P can be generated from ph,,v by substitution and sum 
operator. We are now going to replace P~'V by k#P. 
A first step to prove this result is Lemma 3.1 which enables us to replace several 
queries to an oracle from kaP by one query to (another) oracle from kJ'P. To do 
so, we need the following encoding of a finite set of words from {1, 2}* by one word 
from {1, 2}*: for r~ 1 and X l , . . . ,  x,e{1, 2}* we define 
code(x1, . . . ,  x,) = _x112x212... 12_x, 
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where x is the letterwise duplication of the word x, i.e., e = e, xl  = x l l  and x2 = x22 
for all x ~ { 1, 2}*. Obviously, code E P. 
For better understanding of the following we emphasize once more that we identify 
every natural number with its dyadic presentation. However, we shall use binary 
presentations a well, but this will be noticed explicitly. The binary presentation of
the natural number x (without leading zeros) is denoted by bin(x), and for m 1> 
[bin(x)[ the binary presentation of x of length m (possibly with leading zeros) is 
denoted by bin,~(x), i.e., binm(x)= 0m-lbi"(x)l bin(x). 
Lemma 3.1. Let k >I 1. For every g ~ k~P there exist a g' ~ k~P and an h ~ P such that 
f code(x ,..., x ,  g (x l ) ,  . . . , g(x , ) )  h(g'(z))=~ i f z=code(x l , . . . , x , )  forsomer>~Oandxl , . . . ,x ,~{1,2} *, 
[ 0 otherwise. 
Proof. Let g~ k~P. There exists a polynomial-time NTM M with oracle g"~ 
(k -1)~P such that g = nM[g"]. Consequently, there exists a polynomial q such that 
[g(x)i<-.-.q(ix[) for all x~{1, 2}*. 
We define g' in such a way that 
bin(g'(code(xl , . . . ,  x ))) 
= 1"0 binm(Xl).., binm(X,) binm(g(x~)) •.. binm(g(x,)), 
where m = q(max({[xi[[i =1,. . . ,  r} w {r+ 1})). Ifz has not the form code(x l , . . . ,  x,) 
for some r~>0 and x~, . . . ,  Xre {1, 2}*, we define g'(z)= O. 
We construct a polynomial-time NTM M' with oracle g" such that g'= nM,[g"] 
as follows: on input code(x~,..., Xr) the NTM M' splits its computation first of all 
into exactly 2r+ 1 paths corresponding to 2r+ 1 subtrees of the computation tree. 
Path 1 is split into a tree with exactly 2'+~ - 2 leaves. Each of the leaves is continued 
by a complete binary tree of height 2rm having only accepting leaves (see Fig. 1). 
For i = 1 , . . . ,  r, path i + 1 is split into a tree with exactly x~ leaves. Each of these 
leaves is continued by a complete binary tree of height (2 r - i )m having only 
accepting leaves (see Fig. 2). 
I I \ , ,  I I 
Fig. 1. The first subtree of the computation tree of M' on input code(x 1 , . . . ,  x,) and with oracle g*. 
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(2r-i)m ~~'  ... 
~ tree with exactly xi j ~  
Fig. 2. The (i+l)st subtree of the computation tree of M' on input code(x1,..., x,) and with oracle 
g"; i = 1 .... , r. 
For i = 1 , . . . ,  r, path r+ i+ 1 is continued by the computation tree of M on input 
xi with oracle g". Every accepting leaf of this tree (there are exactly g(xi) such 
leaves) is continued by a complete binary tree of height ( r - i )m having only 
accepting leaves (see Fig. 3). 
Consequently, the number of accepting computation paths of M' on input 
code(x~,..., x,) and with oracle g" is 
n,,,,[ g"](code( x , , . . . ,  x, ) ) 
Hence, 
=(2"+' -2)  . 22"+ ~ xi" 2(2"-')m + ~. g(xi)" 2 ('-i)m. 
i=1  i= l  
bin(nM.[g"](code(xl,..., x,)) ) 
= 1"0 binm(Xl).., bin,~ (x,) binm(g(xl)).., binm(g(x,)) 
= bin(g'(code(xl,.. . ,  x ))). 
For inputs z not having the form code(x~,..., x,) the NTM M' will not have any 
accepting computation. Thus, nM,[g"] = g' and g'~ k~P. 
/ / \ / / 
1" -2  V... V V<. c . .  
~X i) accepting 
~ computation tree of M on leaves 
j -  
• f¢ 
Fig. 3. The (r+ i+ 1)st subtree of the computation tree of M' on input ex~de(xt ..... xr) and with oracle 
g"; i=l,...,r. 
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Finally, it is not hard to construct a polynomial-time DTM which computes from 
g'(code(xl , . . . ,  x,)) the desired result code(x1,.. . ,  xr, g (x~) , . . . ,  g(xr)) simply by 
converting g'(code(x~,.. . ,  x )) into its binary presentation, determining 
x~, . . . , x~, g(x~), . . . , g(x,)  and computing code(x1,.. . ,  x,, g(xO,  . . . , g(x~)). Thus, 
the function h computed by this DTM and the function g' fulfil the lemma. [] 
Now we prove our basic lemma. Note that the variable x can stand for a set of 
variables. 
Lemma 3.2. (A) For a function f the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f~*P .  
(2) There exist g, h ~ P such that f (x )  =v h~x) z-,y=o g(x, y). 
(3) There exist an h ~ P and a O-l-valued g ~ P such that f (x ) -  V htx) - ~y=O g(x ,  y) .  
(B) Let k >12. For a function f the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) fe  k#P. 
vh<x) h'(g(x, y)). (2) There exist h, h' ~ P and a g ~ (k -  I)#P such that f (x )  = Z.,y=0 
(3) There exist an heP ,  a O-l-valued h' ~P  and a g~(k -  I)~'P such that f (x )  = 
~h<x) h'(g(x,  y)). 
yffi0 
Proof. Statement (A), (1) ~ (3): For f~  ~P there exists a polynomial-time NTM 
M such that f=  nM. Let the computation time of M on input x be bounded by 
p(Ixl) where p is a suitable polynomial. Thus, every computation path of M on x 
can be identified in a canonical way by a natural number which is bounded by a p(l~'l) 
for a suitably chosen a > 1. Defining 
~1 if M accepts on input x on computation path y, 
M (x, ) Y t0 otherwise 
we obtain 
aP(Ixl) 
f (x )  = r iM(x)= E 
yffi0 
M(x ,y ) ,  
where a ptlxl), M ~ P. 
(3) ~ (2): obvious. 
(2) ~ (1): Letf(x) = v h<x) g(x, y), where h, g e P. We construct a polynomial-time /-,~ y ~0 
NTM M such that f=  n~ as follows: on input x the NTM M splits its work first 
of all into exactly h(x)  + 1 computation paths. Now, for y = 0, 1 , . . . ,  h(x), on path 
y the NTM M (deterministically) computes g(x, y) and continues this path by a 
tree having exactly g(x, y) accepting leaves. Consequently, 
h(x) 
nM(x)= ~. g(x ,y )=f (x ) .  
y=O 
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Statement (B), (1) ~ (3): For f~ k*P there exist a polynomial-time NTM M and 
a g~ (k - l )#P  such that f=  nM[g]. By Lemma 3.1 there exist a g'~ (k - I ) *P  and 
an hi ~ P such that 
h l (g ' (code(x l ,  . . . , x r ) ) )= code(x~,  . . . , xr, g (xs ) ,  . . . , g (x , ) )  
for all r~>0 and x~, . . . ,  x~{1,2}*,  and such that g ' ( z )=0 if z is not of the form 
code(x l ,  . . . , x,) .  We define 
' ' x',) for some r1>0 and ' 1 if u = code(x, y, x~, . . . ,  Xr, X , y' ,  X~, . . . ,  
' ' X', ~ {1, 2}* and if, under the assump- X, y, Xl, • • •, x,, X ,y', Xl,. • •, 
tion that the query xi of M to the oracle is answered by x~, the 
h2(u) = NTM M asks on input x and on computation path y exactly the 
queries x~, . . . ,  x, in this order and accepts, 
~0 otherwise. 
Obviously, h2 ~ P and 
'1 if z = code(x, y, x~, . . . ,  x,) for some r i> 0 and x, y, x~, . . . ,  x, 
{1, 2}* and M with oracle g asks on input x and on computa- 
h2(h~(g' (z) ) )  = tion path y exactly the queries x~, . . . ,  x, in this order and 
accepts, 
0 otherwise. 
If y is an accepting computation path of M on input x with oracle g, then there 
exists exactly one z such that z = code(y, x l , . . . ,  x,), for some r I> 1 and x~, . . . ,  x, 
{1, 2}*, and h2(h~(g ' (x21z) ) )= 1. Furthermore, the length of this z is bounded by 
p([x[) for some polynomial p. Defining g"(x,  z)= g'(_x21z) we obtain g"~ (k -1 )*P  
and 
2P(Ixl) 
f (x )  = n~[g] (x )= E h2(h~(g"(x, y ) ) ) .  
z----O 
(3) ~ (2): obvious. 
(2) ~ (1): As for Statement (A), but instead of computing (x ,  y )  the machine 
M asks the oracle for g(x ,  y )  and computes then h ' (g (x ,  y) ) .  [] 
4. Recursion-theoretic characterizations 
In this section we shall characterize the classes PHCF, Pt~P(m), Pt'V(eoast) and 
Pt*P for k, m>~0 as the closures with respect to certain recursion-theoretic 
operations. In the light of these results the class PHCF appears as the natural 
counterpart of the classes P, PSPACE and the class E of elementary-recursive 
functions. 
First we introduce the recursion-theoretic operations that we shall use. Let SUB 
re. 
denote the operations of substitution (e.g., composition, identification of variables, 
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substitution of constants). Let SUM, PRD, and BPR denote the operations of sum, 
product and bounded recursion respectively, e.g., 
y 
f = SUM(g) if[ f(x, y) = ~ g(x, z) for all x, y ~ 0, 
z---O 
Y 
f=  PRD(g) iff f (x ,  y) = I-I g(x, z) for all x, y >i O, 
z=0 
f=  BPR(g, h, k) iff f(x, 0)= g(x),f(x, y+ 1) = h(x, y,f(x, y)) and 
f(x, y) ~ k(x, y) for all x, y t> 0. 
Here and in what follows the first argument x of the functions can stand for a set 
of variables. 
Clearly, the operations SUM, PRD and BPR are restricted types of primitive 
recursion. We shall also use 'weak' versions of these operations which allow only 
a polynomial number of recursion steps (in the length of the argument on which 
the recursion is made) rather than an exponential number. Let WSUM, WPRD, 
and WBPR denote the operations of weak sum, weak product, and weak bounded 
primitive recursion respectively, e.g., 
lyl 
f=  WSUM(g) iff f(x, y) = )-'. g(x, z) for all x, y ~> 0, 
z=O 
lyl 
f = WPRD(g) iff f(x, y) = 1-[ g(x, z) for all x, y t> 0, 
z~-O 
f=  WBPR(g, h, k) iff there exists a function f '  such that 
f '=  BPR(g, h, k) and f(x, y) =f'(x,  lY]). 
By [F] ol ..... ok we denote the algebraic losure of the class F of functions with 
respect o the operations O1, . . . ,  Ok and SUB. By +, - ,  -, and : we denote the 
functions of addition, modified subtraction (x "-y = x -y  if x >I y and 0 otherwise), 
multiplication, and integer part of division respectively. 
Let us start with some results from the literature on the connection between 
complexity classes and closures with respect o the operations defined above. A 
survey on these results can be found in [23]. 
Theorem 4.1 (Wagner [20]). P = [+, - ,  :, xlXl]WePR. 
It is obvious that P is closed under the operations WSUM and WPRD. Moreover, 
x I'l can be generated from +, - ,  and : by WBPR and SUB. Consequently, we obtain 
the following coronary. 
Corollary 4.2. P = [+, --', :]WePR.WPRD =[+, --', ", :]WBPP..WSUM.WPRD. 
Theorem 43 (Thompson [17]). PSPACE -~ [+,  -- ,  XlxI]BPR. 
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It is obvious that PspAc~ is closed under the operations SUM and WPRD. As 
above, x Ixl can be generated from +, - ,  and • by WBPR and SUB. Consequently, 
we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.4 
PSPACE = [+,  "--, :] BPlLWPRD ----- [+ ,  ---', ", :] BPR,WSUM,WPRD 
= ["~, ~,  ", ']  BPR, SUM,WPRD" 
The class of elementary-recursive functions is defined in [7] by E= 
[+, "--, ", :]SUM,PRo. This class can also be characterized using BPR. 
Theorem 4.5 (Grzegorczyk [6]). E = [+, "-, 2X]BPR • 
Since 2 x can be generated by the operation PRD, the operation WBPR is as 
powerful as BPR, and WSUM is as powerful as SUM. 
Corollary 4.6 
E = [+, --]wBpR.pRD = [+, -', ", :]WBPR,WSUM.,RO : [+, "-, ", 
Thus we have characterizations of the closures of {+, - ' , . ,  :} with respect o all 
triples of operations from {BPR, WBPR} × {SUM, WSUM} x {PRD, WPRD}, with 
the only exclusion that we have no characterization for [+, - ' , . ,  :]WBVR, SUM.WVRO- 
It will subsequently turn out that this class coincides with PHCF. To obtain this 
result, we first study the closure properties of PHCF and of some of its subclasses. 
We start with the following evident fact. 
Proposition 4.7. For every function f :  {1, 2}*--> {1, 2}* such that [f(x)l <~p(lxl) for a 
suitable polynomial p, p~yr is closed under SUB, WSUM, WPRD, and WBPR. 
Since pk*P= p~Nk~ (Corollary 2.6) and since Nk is polynomially bounded, we 
immediately obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.8. For every k >i O, pkOr is closed under SUB, WSUM, WPRD, and 
WBPR. 
Note that we do not know whether pk*V is closed under SUM. However, the 
classes k#P have this property. 
Theorem 4.9. For every k >t 1, k#P is closed under SUM and WPRD. 
Proof. SUM: Let f(x, y) Y = ~=o g(x, z), and let g ~ k#P. There exist a polynomial- 
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time NTM M and g 'e (k -1 )~ 'P  such that g= n~[g']. We construct an NTM M' 
such that f=  nM,[g'] as follows: first M' splits its work into exactly + 1 computation 
paths. For z = O, 1 , . . . ,  y, path z is continued by the computation of M on g(x, y). 
Consequently, 
Y 
nM,[g'](X, y)= ~ g(x, Z)=f(x, y). 
z=0 
WPRD: Let f(x, y) = ]"I~l o= g(x, z), and let g e k*P. There exist a polynomial-time 
NTM M and a g'~ (k -1 )~P such that g = nM[g']. We construct an NTM M' such 
that f=  nM,[g'] which works in [y[ + 1 stages as follows: In stage 0 it works like M 
on input g(x, 0). For z = 1 , . . . ,  [y[, in stage z the NTM M' continues every accepting 
computation from stage z -  1 by the computation of M on g(x, y). Consequently, 
lyl 
nM,[g'](X, y) = I-I g(x, z) =f(x, y). [] 
z=O 
Theorem 4.10. PHCF = [P]suM-  
Proof. Because of the closure properties of pk*l" (Corollary 4.8) and of k*P 
(Theorem 4.9)) and because of 
p c #p c p*r  c 2#p c p2*P c 3#p c p3*P c .  • • C__ PHCF, 
we obtain [P]suM--C PHCF. 
On the other hand, Lemma 3.2 shows that (k + 1)*P_ [k#P]suM for all k I> 0. A 
repeated application of this fact yields PHCF c_ [P]stJM- [] 
Corollary 4.11. PHCF= [+, - ,  ", :]WBPR.SUM,WPRD. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.10 and Corollary 4.2 we have PHCF c_ 
[+, - ,  ", :]WePR.SUM,WPRV. For the converse inclusion we have to prove that PHCF 
is closed under SUB, WBPR, SUM, and WPRD. This follows from the equation 
PHCF = U {k#Pl k >I 0} = U {Pk*PI k >I 0} and the fact that the classes k#P are closed 
under SUM and WPRD (Theorem 4.9), and that the classes P k*P are closed under 
SUB and WBPR (Corollary 4.8). [] 
In the light of Corollaries 4.2, 4.4, 4.6, and 4.11, the inclusional chain P ~ PHCF _c 
PspxcE c_ E can be understood by the increasing power of the recursion-theoretic 
operations generating these classes: 
P = [+, "-, ", :]WSUM,WBPR, WPRD, PHCF = [+, =, ", :]SUM,WBPR,WPRU, 
PSI'ACE = [+, --', ", :]SU~.nPR.WPRD, E = [+, --', ", :]SUM.ePR.PRD- 
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Finally, let us discuss the possibility of recursion-theoretic characterizations of 
the classes k~P of the polynomial-time hierarchy of counting functions and the 
intermediate classes pk'P. Since the classes keP are not known to be closed under 
the basic recursion-theoretic operation SUB, a recursion-theoretic characterization 
seems to be not possible. However, we can make explicit what functions can be 
generated by the m-fold application of the operation SUB to the functions from k~P. 
Theorem 4.12. Let/c, m/> 1. 
(1) Pk'V(m) = {h ogl o-- -ogm [h • P and gx,..., gm • k'P} 
={hogo.~oh ' lh ,  '•P and g•k'P}. 
s t imes 
(2) P~'P(eonst)= [k'P]. 
Proof. Statement (2) is an immediate consequence of statement (1). To prove 
statement (1) w~ only have to show that the following two inclusions hold: 
{h o gl ° ' "  "° gs I h • P and gl, • • •, gm • k ~P} - Pk'P(m), 
• • h t P~'P(m) c_ {h °go .ogo [ h, h '•  P and g • k'P}. 
m t imes 
First inclusion: Because of Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 this inclusion is 
equivalent to the obvious inclusion 
(ho Nk o hlo Nk o h2 o'" "o Nk o hm [ h, hi, h2,. •., hm • P}_ P~Nki(m). 
Second inclusion: Let M be a polynomial-time one-tape DTM computing the 
function f using the oracle gl • k 'P  at most m times for every input• By Lemma 
3.1 there exists a function g2 • k 'P  and a function hi • P such that 
hl(g:(code(z, y, s))) 
= code(z, y, s, gl(z), g~(y), g~(s)) for all z, y, s • {1, 2}*. 
We construct a polynomial-time DTM M' with oracle g2 simulating M as 
follows: if M asks the query z to the oracle g~ and if it has, in that moment, 
the worktape-contents y and the state s, then M' erases the worktape and asks 
code(z, y, s) to the oracle g:. Now M' computes hl(g2(code(z, y, s)))= 
code(z, y, s, gl(z), g~(y), g~(s)) and writes it as the only content onto the worktape. 
The situation reached now is called a *-situation. Furthermore, M' starts by 
computing 
h'(xl,..., x,) = 1110 bins(e) binm(code(Xl,.. . ,  x,) 
bins(So) bins(e) bins(e) bins(e)), 
where m =max{lcode(x~,... ,  xn)l,4} and So is the initial state of M. Then M' 
computes h~(h'(x~,..., xn)) and writes it as the only content onto the worktape. 
By the construction of h~ (see proof of Lemma 3.1), 
hl(h'(xl,..., xn)) = code(e, code(x1, . . . ,  xn), So, e, e, e). 
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The situation reached in this way is also called a *-situation. Since in a *-situation 
the actual state of M is encoded on the worktape of M', the simulation of M by 
M'  can start in every *-situation with the same state. Consequently, the work of M' 
from a *-situation to the next query of M'  can be described by a function h2 ~ P, 
and the work from a *-situation to the next *-situation is described by the function 
hl o g2 o h2. 
The final part of the computation of M',  i.e., the part from the last *-situation to 
the end of the computation can be described by a function ha ~ P. Consequently, 
f=  hao(hlog2oh2) o. ..  o(hlog2 oh2)ohl o h'. 
Y-  
m t imes  
Defining g = g2oh2~hl and h = h3oh~ we obtain g~ k#P, h ~P and 
f=  hogo. • .ogoh'. [] 
m times 
The intermediate classes pk*p of the polynomial-time hierarchy of counting 
functions are closed under the basic recursion-theoretic operation SUB. Thus we 
can hope that a recursion-theoretic characterization of these classes is possible. 
Indeed, Theorem 4.13 gives such a characterization. Because of pk ' r= ptN~) (Corol- 
lary 2.6), this theorem can be considered as the relativization of Theorem 4.1 to the 
oracles Nk, and it could be proved in the same manner as Theorem 4.1 (cf. [20, 23]). 
However, we prefer the shorter proof ~ la Theorem 4.12. 
Theorem 4.13. For every k >t 1, 
[-~, "--, :, X Ixl, Nk]WBPR = [k#P]wnpR -- pk ~P. 
Proof. Because +, "-, :, x )xl, Nk are in k*P_~ P~*P and by the fact that pt*p is closed 
under SUB and WBPR (Corollary 4.8), we obtain all inclusions "___". Thus it remains 
to prove Pk"v c_ [+, --', :, x Ixl, Nk]WnPR- 
Because of Theorems 2.5 and 4.1, we have 
[ k*P]wBpR _c [Pu  { Nk}]WBPR C__ [ +, "--, :, X txl, Nk]WnPR. 
Thus it remains to prove p~"Pc [k~P]wnpR. 
Let M be a polynomial-time DTM computing the function f using the oracle 
gt ~ k*P. We construct a polynomial-time DTM M' simulating M exactly as in the 
proof of Theorem 4.12 but with a different behaviour of M' at the end of the 
computation. If M stops with state s~ and worktape contents f (x ) ,  then M' stops 
with worktape-contents code(e,f(x) ,  s~, e, e, e). This situation is also considered to 
be a *-situation. Defining 
g(code(e, y, s~, e, e, e))=code(e, y, s~, e, e, e) 
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(note that g has not yet been specified in the proof of Theorem 4.12 for the stop 
state sl in the third component of 'code') and letting p be a polynomial which 
bounds the computation time of M' we obtain 
g(g( .  . . g( h ' (x )  ) . . .) ) = code( e , f (x ) ,  sl , e, e, e). 
p(Ixl) times 
Defining h"~ P in such a way that h"(code(ul, u2, u3, vl, v2, v3))= u2 we obtain 
f (x )= h"(g(g( .  . . g( h ' (x ) )  . . .))). 
. .,......~--,¢-..._~ 
p(Ixl) times 
Hence, it remains to prove that the function 
~g(g(. . .  g (h ' (x ) )  . . .)) 
p(Ixl) times 
is in [k~P]wBpR. 
Define f ' (x ,  O) = h ' (x )  and f ' (x ,  y+ 1) = g( f ' (x ,  y) ) .  Since all f ' (x ,  y )  are inter- 
mediate results of M'  on input x, we have Jf'(x, y)l<  p(Ixl) and hence, f ' (x ,  y)<~ 
2 p~lxl)+2. The function 2 p~lxl)+2 belongs to P ~ k#P. Consequently, defining f " (x ,  y)  = 
f'(x, lyl) we obtain f "  = WBPR(h', g, 2P~lxl)+2). Finally, 




I am grateful to Uwe Sch/fning, Koblenz, for some helpful hints. 
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